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Quantizationof a theory usually implies that it is being replacedby a physicallydifferent
system.In this paperit is pointedout that if a deterministictheoryis completelydiscrete,suchas
a classicalgaugetheoryon a lattice,with discretegaugegroup, thenthereis an essentiallytrivial
procedureto quantize it. The equationsfor the evolution of the physical variablesare kept
unchanged,but are reformulated in termsof the evolution of vectors in a Hilbert space.This
transition turns a systeminto a conventionalquantumtheory,which may havemore symmetries
than can be seenin the original classical theory. This is illustrated in a cellular automaton,of
which only the quantumversion is time-reversalsymmetric.Another automatonshows self-dual-
ity only afterHilbert spaceextension.

We discussthe importanceof such observationsfor physics. The procedurecanalsobe used
to constructa completelyfinite and solublequantumgravity model in 2 + I dimensions.

1. Introduction

Investigationof the problemof quantizingblack holes hasled to the suspicion

that space-timeat the Planck scale,and all relevantphysical variablesthere, are
discrete.The finitenessof the entropyof a black hole implies that the numberof
bitsof information that canbe storedthereis finite anddeterminedby the areaof
its horizon [1]. This gave us the idea that Nature at the Planck scale is an
information processingmachine like a computer, or more precisely, a cellular
automaton[2].

Since Quantum Mechanicsdominatesour presentview of the known laws of
Nature it is naturalto think of such a discretetheoryas a discretequantumtheory.
In somesenseall quantumtheoriesarediscrete(asthe nameimplies), but whatwe
meanhere is that if we want to describea finite volumeof spacethen the Hilbert
spaceneededis finite dimensional.The evolution of its statesis determinedby a
unitary evolution matrix U(t1,t2) (a Schrodingerequationmight not exist if also
time is discrete).Besidesunitarity thereis no obvious restriction for the possible

forms U can take, so the class of such discrete quantum theories is still a
continuousset.
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There is a subclassof discretequantumtheoriesin which we might be particu-
larly interested:the deterministicdiscretetheories.Theseare theories that havea
basis such that in this basis the matricesU are pure permutationmatrices:at
certain instants t,,t

2,t3,... the basis elementsare just being permuted: e~)—
e2~—~ 1e3) —s •... Wewill call this specialbasis the primitive basis [3].

In contrastwith the genericquantum systemsthesetheoriesare deterministic,
and the most fundamentalaspectof quantummechanics,namely the spreading
wave function,has disappeared*.Yet we do havea Hubertspace.Superpositionof
statesis allowed, and the rules for computingHubertspacematrix elements,and
their physical interpretationin termsof transition probabilities, areas in conventional

QuantumMechanics.
Givenjust any discretequantumtheory, it will not be an easymatter to find out

whether or not a “primitive basis” exists. In particular, given our incomplete
knowledgeof the quantumtheoryof the real world, one might ask the question
whetherindeedit can be cast into a deterministicframe. Usually, such questions
are answeredin the negative:in a deterministictheoryone has the Bell inequali-
ties [4], which areviolated in a quantumworld. This authoris temptedto put some
questionmarks here. We doubt whetherBell inequalitiesfor the primitive basis
elements e1), e2~,...would really have to imply Bell inequalities for those
objects that we decidedto call particles with their presentlyemployed quantum
numbers.What we call particleswill haveto be superpositionsof many different
primitive basis elements,aswill be explained.

In this article we will leavethe nasty(and important!) EPRparadoxasideand

simply study discretedeterministictheoriesfor their own sake. Let us start with
a deterministic (or “classical”) discrete theory, in which the law of evolution

is a simpleprescriptionof how the allowedstatesof the systemarepermutedas a
function of (discrete)time. We can still talk about a “quantizationprocedure”,
althoughit is really nothing but the formal introductionof a Hilbert space.Each
statei of the original systemis now associatedwith a (“primitive”) basis element

Ie,) of this Hilbert space.If in sometime interval ~t (out of a discreteset of time
intervals)thestate i evolves into the statej we definethe evolutionoperatorU to
give

UIe,) = (e’). (1.1)

Note that unitarityof U requires** us to limit ourselvesto time reversiblediscrete

* That is in this basis the wave function does not spread.But if any other basis is usedthe wave
function may spreadlike in any otherquantumtheory.

* * However, with a little bit more work, also non time-reversiblediscretetheoriescan be shown to

have a quantum mechanicalextension.What one getsare interesting“quantum theories”with
unphysical(zeronorm) ghoststates[5].
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theories,

U~~e1)= e1). (1.2)

The only thingnew in this descriptionis thatwe cannow also ask how “quantum
mechanicalsuperpositions”such as

I~J)—a~el)+I3~e2) (1.3)

evolve as a function of time. Also, we candefine a matrix H suchthat

U(6t)=e~’
81. (1.4)

This will turn our systeminto a Schrodingersystem. H will necessarilybe an
operatorthat mixesand superimposesstates.All eigenstatesof H (andof U) will

be superpositionsof primitive basis elementsand as such show purely quantum
mechanicalbehaviour. Notice that in the real world atoms and moleculeshave
uncertainties~E in their energiesthat are small at the Planck scale.That alone
assuresthat theywould all be superpositionsof many primitive basis elementsif
the realworld would havesuch a basis.

Unfortunately, eq. (1.4) does not define our hamiltonian H uniquely. To all
eigenvalueswe can freely add or subtractintegermultiples of 2ir/~t.This is a
deepand fundamentaldifficulty if one wants to constructa theory of the real
world along theselines,becauseit dependson this arbitrarychoiceof the integers
in the eigenvalues,which of the eigenstatesof U should be identified to be the
vacuumstate.

Rather than trying to constructtheoriesof the real world we will here study
somemodels.Onesimplecellular automatonin which particlesmove left andright
with constantvelocities on a realline wasconsideredin ref. [3]. Sincethereareno

interactionsin that model it is trivially soluble.Its quantumformulation turns out
to be a quantumfield theoryof free fermionson the line. Thus,masslessfermions
in I + 1 dimensions really are a deterministic system. We can attribute this
propertyof (1 + 1)-dimensionalfermionsto the fact that onecanwrite down wave
functionsfor the correspondingchiral Dirac particlesthat do not spread(there is
no zitterbewegung).Since in more than one spacialdimensionDirac wave func-
tions always spreadwe were unable to extend that model to more dimensions.
Note howeverthat chargedfermions in an infinite magnetic field do behaveas
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(1 + 1)-dimensionalfermions. Therefore,in an infinite magneticbackgroundfield
masslessfermionsdo becomedeterministic*.

In sect.[2] we considera differentcellular automatonthat, thoughalso exactly

soluble, shows much more structure.This model, that we will refer to as the
“triangular 1(2) multiplicative automaton~’**,is one of the simplest cellular
automata,and hasbeenstudiedby severalauthors[7]. It can be formulatedin an
arbitrary number of dimensions, but for simplicity we take it to be in 1 + 1
dimensions.It is exactly soluble (in all dimensions).The model, as describedin
sect. 2, can be time reversed,but the time-reversedmodel is very different from
the original one.Amazingly, the quantumversion of this model hastime-reversal
symmetry! The symmetry only becomesmanifest if we perform a non-trivial
transformationin its Hilbert space,where pure primitive basis elements are
mappedontosuperimposedstates(sect.3). We wish to emphasizethe importance
of symmetriesof this sort: they only manifestthemselvesin thequantummechani-
cal descriptionof the theoryeventhoughthequantizationprocedurehasthe looks

of being trivial. Could for instanceLorentz invariancein the realworld be sucha
symmetry?

In sect.4 the samemodel is looked at from a different angle.Now the classical

model lacks parity invariance,which is only restoredin its quantumextension.In
sect. 6 we show that a similar phenomenonoccurs in the “quadrangular1(2)
multiplicative automaton”,which becomesself-dualonly in its quantumextension.

We then turn to (2 + 1)-dimensionalgravity. Since the quantizationof discrete
theoriesis so easy,we suggestto first constructa deterministicdiscreteversionof a

systemwith generalcoordinateinvarianceand then construct its Hilbert space.
This is done in sect.7. In this theoryoneseesthat onecanalso generalizeit into a
truly quantummechanicalsystem(i.e. a systemwith no primitive basis).The class
of quantumgravities obtainedthis way is unfortunatelyrather limited. None of
thesemodelshasmorethan 12 particlesin its entire “universe”.Nevertheless,they
areexactly solublequantumgravity theories.

2. The triangular 1(2)multiplicative cellular automaton

Let therebe a spacecoordinatex andtime coordinatet that botharelimited to
take integervalues, and x + t is even. Of thesepoints we havevariablesa- that
takethe values±1. They propagateaccordingto the rule

a-(x,t) =a-(x—1,t—I)a-(x+ 1,t— 1). (2.1)

* Justbefore completing this paperI receivedan interestingpreprint by Zee [6] who describesa

discretequantum theory on a (3+ 1)-dimensionallattice which reducesto the Dirac equationin
the continuumlimit. Conceivablythis is the beginning of a road towardsa deterministiccellular
automatondescribingfermions in moredimensions.

* * It is called “additive” in ref. 17], where it is generatedby the polynomial 11(x)=x +x~
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Fig. I. The triangular 7Z(2) multiplicative model. At eachtriangle marked+ the productof the three
adjacentspins is one. In theshadedregion (theboundary)all spinsare + 1.

It will be importantthat we also give the boundarycondition,

u(x,t) = +1 if x< —X(t), (2.2)

for some sufficiently large X(t). The boundarycondition at the right will not be

chosenuntil later.
In fig. 1 the lattice sitesare indicatedas dots (.), and the propagationrule is

seento correspondto the constraintthat for every trianglemarkedwith a + sign
the productof the three“spins” a- at the anglesbe + 1.

Weclearly observethat,apartfrom the boundarycondition,thereis a three-fold
rotational symmetry in space-time,but time reversal(t ~ — t; x ~ ±x) is not an
obvious symmetry.

Indeed,if thespinsa-(x, t) at onegiven t are all known, the spinsat t — 1 will be
given by [71

u(x,t — 1) = fJ a-(x’,t), (2.3)
x’ <x

which is quite different from the rule (2.1). Note that the boundarycondition(2.2)
is neededin deriving eq.(2.3).

In fig. 2 we showthe structureof the solutions(a patternfamiliar to expertsin
cellularautomata).Fig. 2a showshow a spin at time t dependson spinsat previous

Fig. 2. (a)Dependenceof o-(x, t) on previousspins. (b) Effect of a singlespin reversalat (x, t) on spins
at latersites.
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times t — n: it is the productof all spins on a black dot at time t — n. Fig. 2b shows
which spins at future times t + n flip whena singlespin at time t is reversed.

Now let us introduceHilbert space.It is convenientto use Pauli matricesat
every lattice site, so we identify

a-(x,t) =a-3(x,t), (2.4)

andintroducethe two others,a-’(x,t) and o-2(x,t).They satisfy the commutation
rules

a-’(x, t)a-~(~,t) = ~ + iE~Jka-(x, t),

[cr’(x,t),a-3(x’,t)I =0 if x±x’. (2.5)

(Note that we decidednot to introduceFermianticommutationat this point.)
Now in the “quantum theory”, a-3 is simply postulatedto evolve just asbefore,

a-3(x,t) =a-3(x— 1,t— 1)a-3(x+ 1,t— 1). (2.6)

Again,

o-3(x,t — 1) = fl a-3(x’, t). (2.7)
x’ <x

3. Enhancedsymmetry

How do ~ and a-2 evolve?Takea-’, which is the matrix

a-’=(? ~). (3.1)

Thus, the operator a-’(x, t) switchesthe sign of the spin at the site x only. All
otherspins at time t are left intact. As a consequenceof the equationof motion
(2.1), thetwo spinso-(x — 1, t + 1) and a-(x + 1, t + 1) will also switch signs.And so
we derivethat the two operationso-’(x, t) anda-’(x — 1, t + 1)a-’(x + 1, t + 1) have
the sameeffect on the statesin our Hilbert space.Hence,

a-’(x,t) =a-’(x— l,t+ 1)a-’(x+ 1,t+ 1). (3.2)

The effect of a sign switch at (x, t) can also be followed backwardsin time.
Becauseof our boundarycondition(2.2), the spinsat the far left arenotallowedto
switch. The only solution is that all spins at the right of the point x haveswitched.
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Hence

a-’(x,t) = [1a-’(x’,t — 1). (3.3)

x’ >x

We see that a-1 propagatesbackwardsin time exactly the sameway as a-3
propagatesforwards in time. Comparing eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) with eqs.(2.6) and

(2.7) we observethe symmetry

t~ —t, x~ —x, a-3~=a-’, a-2~=~—a-2. (3.4)

The replacementof the spin variables is easily obtained in Hilbert space by
rotating 180°around the axis x~=x

3 x2 = 0. In fig. 1 the product of three
a-’-operatorsis + I precisely in all unmarkedtriangles.So locally the 71(3) rota-
tional symmetry in space-timeis replacedby a 7/(6) symmetry for the quantum
system.

It is now also temptingto give a boundarycondition at the far right of fig. I,

a-’(x,t) = +1 if x> +X(t). (3.5)

Thisgoesnaturallywith eq.(3.3).
Rememberthat in order to enhancethesymmetryof thissystemwe did not have

to changeanythingin its “physical” properties.We merely extendedthe statesto
also includesuperimposedstates.After all, the eigenstatesfor which the operators
a-’ havetheir eigenvalues±I aresuperpositionsof the original states(a-(x)}.

4. The necessityof rotating 30°in space-time

Something else happened that requires discussion. The original model was
completelylocal in the sensethat the propagationof spinsonly dependedon the
configurationof neighboringsites. Now howeverthe propagationof a-’ into the

future, accordingto eq.(3.3),is not exactlylocal.This would makeit impossiblefor
us to constructa local or even more or less local expressionfor the quantum

mechanicalevolutionoperatorU(t,, t2).

But locality is not completelylost. We seethis by studying the domainsof the
commutatorsof our “fields” a-’(x, t). From the solutionswe seethat

[a-~(x,t),a-’(0,0)] (4.1)

is nonvanishingin the region markedshadedin fig. 3a. The set of commutators

[a-’(x,t),a-1(0,0)] (4.2)

is nonvanishingwithin the “lightcone” sketchedin fig. 3b.
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a) b) c)

Fig. 3. (a) Domain of (4.1). (b) Domain of (4.2): the quantumlight-cone. (c) The light-cone of the
classicaltheory.

It is not known how specialthis “quantum enlargement”of the light-cone is to
this particular model. Anyway, we now seewhat should be done if we want to
constructthe quantumevolutionoperatorU(t,, t

2). Choosenew coordinates(z,r)
in termsof which the light-coneof fig. 3b is put in the correctposition,

x=~(3z—T), t=~(z+T), z=~(x+t), r=~(3t—x), z+Teven. (4.3)

In terms of thesecoordinateswe have

= a-
3(z— 1,T — 1)a-3(z,T—2), (4.4)

a-’(z,T)=a-’(z+1,T—1)a-’(z,T—2). (4.5)

From their constructionwe should rememberthat (4.4) implies (4.5) and vice
versa. What we see here is that parity invariance is restored in the quantum
extendedmodel. A “physicist” living in this world would attachparity quantum
numbersto eachof the particles he sees.But the particleshe describesthis way
cannotbe identified classically in terms of theoriginal spin variables.

5. Quantum field theory

Now the spinsare only at the siteswith z+ T even. If we define

a-’(z,T) = a’(z,T — 1) if z + ‘r is odd, (5.1)

thenwe seethat eq. (4.4) updatesalternatinglythe spinsat z = evenandthe spins
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at z = odd. The evenspinsareupdatedby the operator

U, = fl (a-’(z))~’°3~’” = exp ~ ~rii~(I — a-’(z))(l — a-3(z— 1)),
z=even z=even

(5.2)

andthe oddspinsby

U
2=exp ~ ~1Tiij(1—u’(z))(1—u

3(z—1)), (5.3)
z=odd

where i~is an arbitrarysign: ij = ±1.
We were able to rewrite the product as the exponentof a sum becauseall

individual factors commute.Notice that the sameoperatorsare obtained if we

start from eq.(4.5) insteadof eq.(4.4).
The evolutionover large eventime intervals zit is generatedby the operator

U(.~ir)= (U,U
2)~’

12. (5.4)

Now U, and U
2 do not commute.If we want to write eq.(5.4) asa singleexponent

we can use the Baker—Campbell—Haussdorffseriesas describedin ref. [3],

eAeB=exp(A+B+ ~[A,B] + ~[A —B,[A,B]]

+*[A,[A,B]],B] +...). (5.5)

The result is that we canwrite (5.4) as

U(~r)= e1~’I~lT, (5.6)

wherethe hamiltonian H obeys

(5.7)
z

= -~r(i - u’(z))(I - a-~(z- 1))

— )Z±112(1 — a-’(z + 1))u
2(z)(1 — a-3(z— 1)) +..., (5.8)

where~ is —1 for z evenand +1 for z odd.
This does not give a closed form for this hamiltonian or its eigenvaluesand

eigenstates.If onewould be allowed to terminatethe seriesto obtain a sensible
approximation to the true systemthen we see an interesting,highly nontrivial
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hamiltonian densityemerging. All terms dependonly on the variables a-’ at the
point z and its immediateneighbors,so in the continuum (or rather thermody-
namic) limit this hamiltonian densitywould be a local one. Becausethe a--oper-
ators are boundedtherewould surely be a lowest-energyeigenstate,which we
could call the “vacuum”.

Actually we suspectthat (5.8) hasa rathercomplicatedvacuum,at least in the
most interestingcase s~= — 1 (in that casethe vacuumexpectationvaluesfor the
operatorsA and B in eq.(5.5) will all tend to be small so that we may havesome
reasonto hope for a reasonableconvergenceof the series,seelater). We expect
thevacuumto havean N-fold degeneracy(in a2N~dimensionalHubertspace;N is

the numberof points z in space).
Our argumentgoesas follows. It is not difficult to seethat all terms in eq. (5.8)

havethe form

(i —a-’(z2))Ffff(z,+ 1),...,~(z2—1)}(1 —a-~(z,)), (5.9)

where z2 > z,, and F is some function of the spins at the sites in between.This
annihilatesall statesthat have, given somearbitrarypoint z~,

a-
3(z) = 1 for z<z

0, o-’(z) = 1 for z>z0,

arbitrary. (5.10)

We candefine the state z0> by requiringin addition

a-
3(z

0) = —1, (5.11)

so that all states Iz~)with different Z() are mutually orthogonal.
We have

H~z0)=0. (5.12)

Takenow the case i~ = — 1. Thenfor all other statesthe expectationvalue of the
first term in eq.(5.8) is positive. If we assumethat the other termswill be unable
to beatthat, then the states Iz,~form an N-fold degeneratelowest-energystate,
i.e. vacuum.

There is a caveathowever,which makesthe above derivationof the vacuum
structureuncertain. It is not difficult to argue that the series (5.8) will not
converge.Decentbehaviorof the seriescan be expectedonly if we sandwichit
betweenenergyeigenstateswhoseenergyeigenvaluesare less than 2~apart.We

shouldnot expectanythingbetterthan that becausethe exacthamiltonianhasthe
ambiguityof integermultiples of 2~-in its eigenvalues.
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In a thermodynamiclimit, whereonly low-lying energystatesare considered,this
model may produce an interesting quantum field theory. By performing the
Jordan—Wignertransformation[81one can turn the a--fields into fermionic fields
ç!i(z,r). We were unable to do this in such a way that interactionsamongthese
fermions would be avoided. Most likely therefore we have interacting fermions
here(which canbe describedin manyways).

Let us observe that the patternsof fig. 2 which correspondto the complete
“solution” of this systemhave an important scaling invariance: they map into
themselveswhen scaledby a factor of 2. This suggeststhat the fermionic system
describedaboveis covariantundera renormalizationgroup transformation,so that
it may belong to one of the more interesting classesof conformally-invariant

fermion modelsin two dimensions(see e.g. ref. [91).

6. The quadrangular 71(2) multiplicative automaton

The quadrangularinteractionis definedif insteadof (2.1) we take

cr
3(x,t) = cr3(x —1, t — 1)cr3(x + 1,t — 1)a-3(x,t —2). (6.1)

Again the spinsareonly definedon the evenlattice sites(x + t = even).Sincenow

two time layersare involved, statesin Hilbert spacearecharacterizedby identify-
ing the values of a- at two consecutivetimes t, t + 1. If of thesespins one is
switched by the operationof a a-’-operator then other spins at earlier or later
timeswill switch also. The patternof switchingspinsis now given by fig. 4.

Notice that symmetrysuggeststhat we assignto theseoperatorsa-’ a location at
odd lattice sites(x + t = odd). The operatorthat producedfig. 4 is definedto be

t + I). Indeed in that caseit is not difficult to establishthat

a-’(x,t) = a-’(x — 1,t — 1)a-’(x + 1,t — 1)a-’(x,t —2) if x + todd. (6.2)

Thus we haveextendedthe model to the odd (dual) lattice sites. The translation

t+2

t~2~ ..

Fig. 4. Effect of o~’(0,t + 1) on the spinsat othertimes. Spinsthat flip arecoloredblack.Hilbert space
is definedby thespins at timest and t + I so that theseare kept fixed. This is the region within the

dottedlines.
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operators(in spaceand in time) for this model may now include odd distances,
providedthey areaccompaniedby the rotation 1 3 in spin space.The model is
then invariant also under thesetranslations.Alternatively, we may say that our
model is self-dual.

It would be interestingto speculatethat the quantizationprocedureproposedin
this paper might becomeapplicableone day for constructinglattice approxima-
tions to physically relevantquantumfield theoriessuchas QCD. Onewould obtain
a cellular automatonin threespacialdimensionsthat would beideal for computer
simulations.As yet we will resistsuch temptationsand consideranotherapplica-
tion, which is to obtain moreconceptualunderstandingof QuantumGravity.

7. Gravitation in 2 + 1 dimensions

As statedin sect.1, we expectquantumtheoriesincludingthegravitationalforce
to be essentiallydiscrete.It may therefore be a good idea to search for such
theoriesby first taking a deterministic discrete theory that shows some of the
symmetries we would like to have, and then quantizing it by Hilbert space
extension. It should hardly be necessaryto point out the advantagessuch a
procedurewould have.Therewould be no infinity problemsin theset-upof sucha
theory; no mysticism(such as a “many world hypothesis”)would be neededto
understand“Quantum Cosmology”, etc.

The problemremainsthenhow to definethevacuumstate,or, how to fix the 2~-

ambiguity in the energy eigenvalues.
In this sectionwe show an exampleof such a model. lt is well known that the

gravitationalforce in 2 + 1 dimensionsis nearly trivial. Space-timesurroundinga
massiveobject is locally flat, but globally it has the metric structureof a cone.
Newton’s equationsare thereforeexactlysolublein 2 + 1 dimensions.

Quantumfield theoriesfor scalarparticlesare super-renormalizableand there-
fore also easyto handlein 2 + 1 dimensions.Can we not combine these“easy”
theoriesto constructa model for gravitatingquantizedscalarparticles?

Partial successes[101andclaims that thereis a renormalizabletheoryof this sort
[11] were reported, but the complete mathematicalstructureof such theories
remains obscure.We will now propose a simple finite model. The reasoning
behindit goesas follows.

In classical(2 + 1)-dimensionalgravity a spinless particle is characterizedby
giving its mass,position and velocity. In center-of-masscoordinates,where the
particle staysat the origin of the two spacecoordinates,the conical structureof
the metric of the surrounding space-time is described by first giving a local
rectangularcoordinateframe,andthen specifyinghow this framehasto be rotated
if we follow a closedcontouraroundthe particle. This rotation canbe given as an
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S0(2,1) matrix L,

cosjs sin/x 0
L —sin/x cosp. 0 , (7.1)

0 0 1

where,a is the conicaldeficiencyangle,which is proportionalto the massm of our

particle.
If the particle is not situatedat the origin but at a point x = a, then a closed

loop aroundthe particlebrings aboutan elementP of the Poincarégroup,

x’=I~=L(x—a)+a=Ls+(I —L)a, (7.2)

where x = (x,0) and a = (a,0).
If the particle has a certain velocity v then the matrix L is replacedby its

Lorentz transform QLQ’, where Q is the Lorentz transformationthat gives the
particleits velocity v.

We seethat all essentialfeatures,namely the mass,positionandvelocity of the
particle areuniquely determined~by P. The simplestclassical(2 + 1)-dimensional
gravity model consists of just specifying the trajectoriesof all particles i (all
straight lines) and the correspondingelementsP, of the Poincarégroup. The
model becomesnontrivial if we realize that the parametersin P, for a particle 1
changewhenwe follow a contour aroundparticle2, into P2P,P~’.Which branch
oneis supposedto takedependson how a particlepassesthe observert~’Y.

Now our programis to turn this into a discretetheory, afterwhich quantization

by Hilbert space extension is easy. A discrete theory is obtained by putting
space-timeon a lattice. There are variouschoices,the mostobvious one being a
rectangularlattice. Thus all points in space-timeare given by 3-vectorswhose
componentsx,, x2 and t are integers.This forces us to limit ourselvesto the
subgroup~2, 1,71) of the Poincarégroup,which hasonly integersin thematrix L
and the displacementvector a. This still is an infinite subgroup.An exampleof a
nontrivial Lorentz transformationis

212
L= 1 2 2 . (7.3)

223

The particlesin our model must all generateelementsof this subgroupof P.
Thus, in eq.(7.1) ,u is a multiple of 90°.Clearly, the particlesareratherheavy, and

* This is not always true for a spinning particle. Angular momentum is connectedto a time

translationin P, but in thatcasethe particle’s positionbecomessomewhatambiguous.The position
of a spinlessparticle is seen to be given by the one-dimensionalsetof solutionsto the equation
P~c=x. For a spinningparticle this has no solution.This is the reasonwhy we limit ourselvesto
spinlessparticles.
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~ ~i1 1 ~
Fig. 5. Exampleof a stationary(2 + 1)-dimensionaluniversewith 8 particles.

since the total energy in an open universecannot exceed2~= 360°,and in a
closeduniverseequals4~-= 720°,the total numberof theseparticles cannotbe
morethan 4 and8 in the two cases.A static universewith 8 particlesis picturedin
fig. 5. The particles are at the cornersof this block of cubicles, where we see
conicaldeficiencyanglesof 90°.

In this examplethe particlesdo not move as a function of time (the newtonian

force is zero in 2 + 1 dimensions).Moving particles are obtainedby performing
Lorentz transformationssuch as (7.3). The lowest possible non-zerovelocity is
v/c =

Our model is not yet completelydescribedby merelygiving the allowedelements
of the Poincarégroup. We mustgive a uniqueprescriptionof what happenswhen
two particlescollide head-on.(On a lattice this is of coursea concretepossibility.)
One could devise some deterministicalgorithm (P,, P2 P3,P4) or we could at
this point decide to deviatefrom this paper’sphilosophyand reintroducetruly
quantummechanicalsuperpositions,

(7.4)

where P3,P4,... are certain functions of P, and P2, and a,f3,... are complex
numbers.Either way, the Hilbert spaceformulation of this model is a truly finite
quantumgravity theory in 2 + 1 dimensions.

By consideringother than rectangularlattices one finds generalizationsof this
model. A triangular lattice allows us to havedeficiency anglesof 60°so that the
total numberof particlesin a closeduniversecanbe 12. The stationaryconfigura-
tion then hasthe shapeof an icosaedre.

We seethat Hilbert spaceis spannedby all possibleparticle configurationson
such a lattice. It is a Heisenbergpicture that onegets: the operatorsevolve as a
functionof time but not the states.Time is simply definedby someprescriptionfor
obtaining Cauchy surfacesas is done conventionally in unquantizedGeneral
Relativity.

Our conclusionis that althoughthe modelsof this sectionmay be too simpleto
be usefulasreal theoriesof theworld, they maygive importantconceptualinsights
in what a QuantumTheoryof Gravity couldbe like.

This work wasencouragedby discussionsof its author with E. Fredkin.
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